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EDITORS' INTRODUCTION

The Ethics and Aesthetics of Eco-caring: Contemporary
Debates on Ecofeminism(s)
Margarita Estévez-Saá a and María Jesús Lorenzo-Modia b

aUniversidad de Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela; bUniversidade da Coruña, A Coruña

More than forty years have passed since Francoise D’Eaubonne first coined the
term “ecofeminism” on the occasion of the publication of Le Feminisme ou la
Mort in 1974. Over the course of those four decades, ecofeminist values,
principles, practices, and orientations have been explained, described, refor-
mulated, refined, questioned, and indeed criticized. Nowadays it seems almost
naïve to talk of ecofeminism in the singular, since a diverse range of trends and
orientations have been identified. Furthermore, in some parts, one can even
sense a reluctance to use the term itself, with early proponents having been
reproved for maintaining essentialist and discriminatory attitudes and con-
ceptualizations, such as the identification of women with nature, or their initial
disregard for the very specific condition of women in certain communities and
parts of the world. In-depth studies have shown, for example, how environ-
mental problems such as the effects of overpopulation, water degradation, air
pollution, deforestation, the extinction of animal and vegetal species, and
militarization all tend to affect women and children earlier and more directly,
but also in different ways, according to their particular circumstances and
contexts. Hence, alternative names have been proposed, including ecological
feminism, feminist environmentalism, critical ecological feminism, critical
feminist eco-socialism, gender and the environment, ecowomanism, queer
ecologies, and global feminist environmental justice, among others.

In light of these circumstances, as well as the now long and broad historical
development of ecofeminist approaches, the guest editors of the present volume,
as well as its contributors, prefer to align themselves with Greta Gaard’s emi-
nently sensible statement that, “If there is to be a future for ‘New Eco-feminism’
it will need to be more cognizant of its rich and prescient history” (44). Gaard’s
seminal article “Ecofeminism Revisited: Rejecting Essentialism and Re-Placing
Species in a Material Feminist Environmentalism” (2011) is among the most
lucid and comprehensive reviews of the long and prolific history of ecofeminism,
as well as of its discontents. In the case of Spain, ecofeminist philosopher Alicia
Puleo has also dwelt at length on what she describes as the “lights and shadows”
of ecofeminism, elucidating the contributions that various ecofeminist authors
have made to the field since its origins in the 1970s (“Luces y sombras” 36–45).
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Thus we can perceive today how the most notable and influential ecofeminist
theorists are beginning to acknowledge their predecessors’ contributions in a
clearer way, one that is unfettered by previous qualms or complexes.

However, it is also opportune to consider that early objections to some of
the original precepts of ecofeminism prompted a swift and sound revision and
reformulation of basic notions, and that these initially adverse circumstances
have meant that, as Timothy Clark has acknowledged, ecofeminism has
become “perhaps the most sophisticated and intellectually developed branch
of environmental criticism” (111). Glinys Carr as well as Timothy Clark have
pointed out that “while ecofeminist philosophy and politics are relatively well
developed, ecofeminist literary theory and criticism are not,” a discrepancy
that arguably applies to ecocriticism generally (Clark 111). Furthermore,
ecofeminist literary criticism has inevitably inherited the lights as well as the
shadows that, as we will see, still illuminate both ecofeminism and ecocriticism
despite their undeniable contribution to the study of the relationships between
gender and ecology, and to the analyses of social, cultural, and material
representations of the environment.

It is in this sense that a special issue such as the present one can and
should contribute, if not to the development of ecocriticism and ecofeminist
literary criticism, then at least to a deepening of our understanding of the
current state of these critical approaches, and to offer instances of contem-
porary applications of ecofeminist principles and values to the analysis of
different cultural phenomena.

The ecofeminists’ agenda: From theory to strategia

Ecofeminism, in broad terms, has been conceived as both a theory and a move-
ment that associates women and the environment; that describes the connections
that throughout history have been established between women and nature from
cultural, historical, psychological, spiritual, or political perspectives; that
denounces the comparable degradation, subjection, and exploitation of women,
nature, non-human animals, and other marginalized social groups; and one that
proposes diverse alternative solutions, addressing both gender and ecological
vindications and hence trying to put an end to the violence exerted on women
and the underprivileged, as well as to the destruction of natural resources and the
extinction of non-human animals and species.

One of the first ecofeminist thinkers, Rosemary Radford Ruther, author of
New Woman/New Earth, wrote in this sense that,

Women must see that there can be no liberation for them and no solution to the
ecological crisis within a society whose fundamental model of relationships con-
tinues to be one of domination. They must unite the demands of the women’s
movement with those of the ecological movement to envision a radical reshaping of
the basic socioeconomic relations and the underlying values of this society. (204)
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This initial ecofeminist association between nature and women was extended
some years later to other collectives that were identified as equally subject to
domination by prevailing social systems, as seen in Karen J. Warren’s definition
of “ecological feminism” in her book of the same title (1994):

“Ecological feminism” is an umbrella term which captures a variety of multi-
cultural perspectives on the nature of the connection within social systems of
domination between those humans in subdominant or subordinate positions,
particularly women, and the domination of nonhuman nature. … Ecofeminist
analyses of the twin domination of women and nature include considerations of
the domination of people of color, children, and the underclass. (1)

As we can see, in little more than twenty years the name used to describe this
intellectual perspective had already changed, the variety of new and emerging
positions maintained were acknowledged, and the number of collectives
involved had increased. By the 1990s, other ecofeminist theorists, such as
Greta Gaard, were already considering the animal rights movements and
queer studies in relation to ecofeminist formulations and proposals (Gaard,
Ecofeminism: Women, Animals, Nature; “Toward a Queer Ecofeminism”).

Before proceeding to briefly outline the present state of ecocriticism and
ecofeminist literary criticism it seems opportune to trace the main stages in
the development of the former, as well as to delineate the principal objections
that have been raised to its main proposals. And prior to any attempt at a
chronological account of the origins and development of contemporary
ecofeminisms, it must be recalled that while some of its theorists consider
ecofeminism as constitutive or part of an alleged third wave of feminism
(Ynestra King, Val Plumwood), others relate it to deep ecology (John Seed
et al.). This in itself has significant implications in that, depending on the
alignment of ecofeminism with feminism or with deep ecology, emphasis
naturally falls either on gender vindications or on environmental concerns.
In fact, some feminists have claimed that environmental matters here have
been a distraction from specific women’s issues, preoccupations, and vindi-
cations, whereas deep ecologists have argued that ecofeminists have been
more occupied with women’s circumstances than with their ecological
experience of the world. Furthermore, whereas deep ecologists criticized
the anthropocentric view and destruction of the natural world, ecofeminists
turned to a specific androcentric system of dominance, one that they of
course denounced. This debate was vocalized in two well-known essays,
“The Deep Ecology-Ecofeminism Debate and Its Parallels” (1989) by
Warwick Fox and “Is There an Ecofeminism-Deep Ecology ‘Debate’?”
(1995) by Deborah Slicer. As we shall see below, ecofeminists were always
ready to share with deep ecology principles such as ecospheric egalitarianism
and an expanded concept of the ecological self without renouncing the fight
for gender considerations and patterns of domination.
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A second decision here is to establish whether ecofeminism came to be too
theoretically oriented and constrained, or if it should have more clearly
practical aims and hence to declare itself more openly as a form of political
activism. Once again, representatives of these two tendencies are not difficult
to find in the already prolific literature arising from the movement. In fact,
the transition from the 1970s to the 1980s can be described as a passage from
theoretical and abstract pronouncements to more clearly practical vindica-
tions and applications of ecofeminist tenets.

Nevertheless, this tendency is to make ecofeminists choose, and forcing
them to operate with alternatives in this way is certainly dangerous, since it
can lead us to think that ecofeminism has been compelled to work with an
either/or system of choices, when in fact its main methodological target, at
least in terms of its more recent proponents, was precisely the questioning
and deconstruction of those traditional oppositions historically found in the
Western binary system of thought and that established hierarchical distinc-
tions between pairs such as culture versus nature, men versus women, human
versus non-human, reason versus emotion, or theory versus practice.

It is true to say that early ecofeminism still bore the marks of traditional
conceptual binary oppositions and that these were used in favor its own gender
and ecological concerns. The 1970s saw the appearance of works such as
Rosemary Radford Ruether’s New Woman/New Earth (1975), Mary Daly’s Gyn/
Ecology (1978), Susan Griffin’s Woman and Nature (1978), and Carolyn
Merchant’sTheDeath of Nature (1980). These authors still operatedwith dualisms
such as woman-nature that worked in opposition to that of men-culture.
Notwithstanding, they privileged the first of these pairs in an attempt to reconsider
and reassess a reverence and respect for nature and for women that, according to
their diverse interpretations, had been lost. Thus, in the case of CarolynMerchant,
it was the scientific revolution that fostered the separation of nature from culture
and the devaluation of the former as dead, inert, and mechanistic.

Other early ecofeminists perceived the beginnings of the degradation of
women and nature in the establishment of patriarchal societies that substituted
previous matriarchal cultures, and the replacement of those goddess religions
that regarded the earth and women as sacred, by patriarchal male deities who
opted for the domination of both nature and women. A psychological expla-
nation has also been offered, and thus there are ecofeminists who, following
the works of feminist psychoanalysts Dorothy Dinnerstein and Nancy
Chodorov, note the effects of a sexually differentiated personality or con-
sciousness-formation that separates girls, who experience a continuum
between self and mother, and boys, whose identity is constructed opposition-
ally. Kate Sandilands has summarized this position in the following terms:

To ecofeminists, this masculine separation from both human mother and Mother
Earth (joined together as embodiment of dependency, as forming together the
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primal state from which humanity emerges, or even as threats to masculine self-
hood because of their generative capacities) results in men’s desire to subdue both
women and Nature in a quest for individual potency and transcendence. The male
Self is not experienced as part of Nature, but is locked in a constant battle to
conquer a primordial feminine Oneness. … As a result of women’s responsibilities
for childcare and processes of maintain life, as a result of women’s participation in
creation of new life, as a result of women’s location as a “bridge” between the
“natural” world of infants and the “cultural” world of adults, and/or as a result of
women’s “soft” ego boundary development, women’s connectedness to other
humans and to the world of Nature is created and recreated generationally. (91)

In 1996 Karen Warren reviewed most of the claimed connections that had
been established by different ecological feminist philosophies between femin-
ism and the environment, mentioning in this context historical, conceptual,
empirical, epistemological, symbolic, ethical, theoretical, and political ones
(“Ecological Feminist Philosophies”).

Individual contributions that emphasized the woman-nature association
from a theoretical perspective were subsequently incorporated into collective
works with a more practical orientation and political commitment. The
1980s, then, was the decade of the appearance of seminal anthologies that
bore testimony to projects aimed at emphasizing the collaborative nature of
the ecofeminist project as well as arguing for a clearer and more inclusive
agenda, one that would embrace the particularities of the most diverse range
of social groups. Notable anthologies here include Stephanie Leland and
Leonie Caldecott, Reclaim the Earth: Women Speak Out for Life on Earth
(1983); Judith Plant’s Healing the Wounds: The Promise of Ecofeminism
(1989); and Irene Diamond’s and Gloria Orenstein’s Reweaving the World:
The Emergence of Ecofeminism (1990). These works, edited by Euro-
American scholars, included voices from many cultures and deployed a
more practical orientation since they emphasized women’s involvement in
the most varied ecological and health-related programs around the world. To
these we should add the work of authors such as Vandana Shiva, directly
focusing on third world communities. As Greta Gaard has observed:
“Ecofeminism in the 1980s was indeed a broad umbrella for a variety of
diversely inflected approaches, some of which were rooted in essentialist
(cultural) feminisms, just as others grew out of liberal, social, Marxist,
anarchist, and socialist feminisms” (“Ecofeminism Revisited” 32). So,
whereas some voices in the anthologies preserved essentialist tenets in their
explanation of the plight of women and the Earth across the world, others
were ready to denounce the historical and material circumstances that
explained the parallel oppression of women, children, the lower classes, and
other social and racial groups. Consequently, notions such as ecowomanism,
classism, racism, speciesism, naturism, and maldevelopment entered the
vocabulary employed by feminist environmentalists of the 1980s and 1990s.
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Furthermore, some theorists began to openly express the dangers of the prior
essentialist conceptualizations of the woman/nature analogy that Val
Plumwood referred to as “the angel in the ecosystem” vision (Feminism 9)
and Caitriona Sandilands as “motherhood environmentalism” (The Good-
Natured Feminist xiii). They not only criticized the essentialist and reduc-
tionist view of women that conceived them in terms of their reproductive,
nurturing, and caring abilities, which naturally connected them to Mother
Earth, but they also denounced the weakly liberating power of such a
discourse: “This articulation of ecology with neo-conservative discourses on
the family is truly frightening in its implications for women. It is a natur-
alized morality tale of private women embodying particularistic, nuclear-
family-oriented, antifeminist, heterosexist, and ultimately apolitical interests”
(C. Sandilands, The Good-Natured Feminist xiii). Moreover, despite acknowl-
edging the historical, material, and social determinants that linked women to
earth, they warned against the generalization and naturalization of this
connection. These and other ecological feminists have gone as far as to
enhance not only alternative formulations for an interpretation of the rela-
tionships of oppression that have been exerted over certain human and non-
human groups, but have also in some cases proposed a different view of the
social relationships that would explain systems of domination. Thus Val
Plumwood’s model conceives of domination as exerted not only by white
Western males but, referring to a non-reductionist master-slave dialectic, she
argues that “my account suggests that it is not a masculine identity pure and
simple, but the multiple, complex cultural identity of the master formed in
the context of class, race, species and gender domination which is at issue”
(Feminism 5).

Plumwood’s model identifies the master as possessing reason and as part
of a conceptual system based on hierarchically organized differences, ones
that she proposes to deconstruct. Furthermore, she specifies that breaking the
system of dualisms that have prevailed in Western thought involves recon-
ceptualizing both the idea of the self and the human, as well as that of nature.

Similarly, Kate Sandilands proposes deconstructing the Nature/culture
dichotomy, since, as she says, “we can never ‘know’ Nature apart from
culture” (“Ecofeminism and Its Discontents” 95). From this flows the need
to become aware of the social determinants that explain not only how nature
is treated but “how Nature is known”:

As feminists seek to change social practices in conjunction with different visions of
liberation, so too do the new forms of interaction which emerge from these visions
give rise to different relations in other spheres of life. To put it another way,
ecology and feminism are not the same struggle, but they may be allied: while not
all feminisms are ecological (any more than all ecologies are feminist), the types of
questions feminists ask about social relations can inform, and be informed by,
questions about the social construction—and liberation—of Nature. (95–96)
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Summarizing, ecological feminists today are still in the process of developing
the following main projects: first, they continue to expose and denounce how
the patriarchal binary thought system has separated men from women, and
culture from nature, and equated women with nature; how it has established
hierarchies; and the ways in which the domination of the latter pair has been
justified. Second, they are striving for the deconstruction of traditional
dichotomies that have operated in favor of the perpetuation of hierarchies,
for the establishment of values, and for the separation of realms such as the
human versus non-human. Furthermore, ecofeminists argue for the need to
reconceptualize those pairs mentioned above, as well as to devise alternative
relationships within these. Thus, both the idea of the human self and the
concept of nature must be reconsidered, indeed reconceived, and the system
of relationships established between the human and the non-human realms
should be revised. According to Plumwood: “Overcoming the dualistic
dynamic requires recognition of both continuity and difference; this means
acknowledging the other as neither alien and discontinuous from self nor
assimilated to or an extension of self” (Feminism 6). Therefore, ecofeminists
today are focused on offering alternative discourses that renounce the estab-
lishment of hierarchies and emphasize the continuity and connections that
should prevail between humans and non-human nature.

This conceptualization of an expanded relational self, however, is not
accepted in equal measure by all ecofeminist thinkers. In this sense the
current debate includes authors who emphasize the benefits to women of
the idea of an independent, autonomous concept of the self, one that would
finally grant women freedom and access to the world of reason indepen-
dently from the realm of irrationality, the senses and the natural, in a
hierarchically constructed system. Initially, as Frya Mathews recalls, some
feminist and ecofeminist thinkers even argued for the substitution of the
patriarchal system by a gynarchy that would reverse previous value systems
and embrace the association of woman “with embodiment (with fertility,
procreation, eros, nurturance, and corporeality) and hence with nature. …
Gynocentric (or woman-centred) feminists repudiated reason as the yard-
stick of humanness and replaced it with ostensibly feminine attributes, such
as the capacities to nurture, feel and care” (“The Dilemma of Dualism” 56).
That notwithstanding, most ecofeminists now seem to favor the formulation
of a relational self that, although not strictly speaking subscribing to the
radical holistic view of deep ecologists, would certainly deconstruct hierarch-
ical binarisms and favor the idea of a self-in-relationship. Wendy Donner,
Charlene Spretnak, Caitriona Sandilands, and Freya Mathews, among others,
have described such approaches at deconstructing previous assumptions
about identity and the concept of the human self. Thus, Wendy Donner,
applauds Val Plumwood’s view of “the self-in-relation” since, in her opinion,
“Plumwood understands the importance of avoiding the ‘identification’
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approach of deep ecology, she argues for a ‘nonholistic but relational account
of the self’ which does not deny the ‘independence or distinguishability of the
other’, whether the other is human, the community or nature” (385).
Meanwhile, Charlene Spretnak goes further in her defense of “Radical
Nonduality in Ecofeminist Philosophy” although specifying that she inter-
prets nonduality as “a dynamic system of relations wherein any particular
manifestation functions simultaneously as a distinct part and the unbroken
whole” (427).

As we have noted, ecofeminist philosophers’ reconceptualization of the self
goes hand in hand with the reformulation of the concept of nature. The
authors Lori Gruen, Greta Gaard, and Catriona Sandilands have all focused
on the necessary revision of conventional formulations of nature. Whereas
some authors, as we have seen, have emphasized the need for revising ideas
and concepts about human identity and the self, others have focused on the
reconceptualization of nature and the non-human world, which they argue
should no longer be conceived of as an inert, dead, material object, but as
alive and sensate. Kate Sandilands has been among the first authors to
formulate this enterprise, one that in her view implies not only dealing
with “how Nature is treated, but how Nature is known” (“Ecofeminism and
Its Discontents” 95). Sandilands reminds us that “nature” is a social con-
struct, and that in our condition as humans, that is, simultaneously social
and biological creatures, we can never know “Nature apart from culture”
(95). Hence she subverts the dichotomy nature versus culture, as well as
acknowledging our limitations when reconceptualizing nature. Similarly, Lori
Gruen argued for the need for “Revaluing Nature,” in the sense of building a
community with nature, being able to empathize with non-human animals,
and learning to comprehend nature’s signs. Notwithstanding, she clarifies
that we cannot and should not, in a strict sense, speak for nature, or speak
like nature, or even think like nature. Therefore, she proposes an alternative
approach to nature through the human abilities of “imagination” and “per-
ception”: “The approach I am suggesting, rather than stretching the notions
of consciousness and volition, stretches human imagination and perception in
ways that provide challenges not only to our selves but also to our very ways
of living on the planet” (“Revaluing Nature” 369; emphasis added). It is
particularly opportune for a special issue such as the present one that
Gruen mentions one of the most influential and earliest ecofeminist literary
critics, Patrick Murphy, recalling his claim that “the point is not to speak for
nature but to work to render the signification presented us by nature into a
verbal depiction by means of speaking subjects, whether this is through
characterization in the arts or through discursive prose” (369).

Therefore, the deconstructive process of the concept of nature as under-
taken by ecofeminists acknowledges the biological, material dimension we
share with nature and non-human animals that should inevitably be a
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referent for future relationships of relationality and continuity; they vindicate
the intrinsic value of nature independently of human interests and value
systems; and they also dismantle any possible human conceptualization of
nature that does not recognize social and cultural mediation given our own
as well as nature’s social and cultural dimension. In light of these constric-
tions, they propose devising alternative strategic antiessentialist visions and
configurations that would enhance environmental consciousness or, in
Sandilands terms, “ecofeminist performative affinity” (“Mother Earth” 9).
Sandilands referred to the creation of narratives “of future liberation or
sustainability,” and she invokes an ecofeminist discourse that incorporates
rhetorical devices such as irony and parody so as to render an “artifactual”
and unpredictable vision of nature: “At the same time as nature is active,
however, it is also ‘artifactual’: made, constructed, changing, and not ‘out
there’ as the Other to human culture” (“Mother Earth” 9).

More recently, Freya Matthews has explained how ecofeminists have sought
to overcome the dualist mind/matter system by proposing an alternative prin-
ciple of individuation, one that defines entities in terms of their relations with
one another: “relationality was the key to a new, emerging paradigm that would
define entities and attributes in terms of their constitutive relations with one
another, retaining difference and distinctness but construing these not in terms
of exclusion, hierarchy, instrumentalism, backgrounding, incorporation, but
rather in terms of continuity” (60). Moreover, Matthews observes how these
theoretical attempts certainly convey “an ethical relationship between self and
the world” (61), yet she also cautiously warns of the need to complement the
theoretical dimension by advancing what she calls “strategia,” that is, the crea-
tion of “new, normative practices that cultivate and hone the strategic faculty…
it is a contemporary task for ecofeminist scholars to identify or devise practices
whereby strategia can be actively cultivated, at both personal and social levels”
(“The Dilemma of Dualisms” 67; emphasis in original). Therefore, once the
dualistic system that conceptually separated the human self from the natural
realm has been deconstructed and reconceptualized, and if ecofeminism is to
preserve the practical orientation that from its earliest inception gave it sense as
both a system of thought and a movement, ecofeminism needs to deploy
alternative ethics of care extending to the relationships between humans and
the environment, irrespective of gender constrains, and including non-human
animals.

This strategic and practical orientation has not been ignored by ecofemi-
nists, who have looked for allies in such an enterprise. In this sense, con-
vergence with environmental care and movements of ethical justice was
already argued for by authors such as Sturgeon, Plumwood, and Warren
(1994). More recently, other ecofeminists continue to support the need to
work hand in hand with environmental justice ecocriticism (Wendy Donner,
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Julie Sze), while others have embraced posthumanist discourses, critical
animal studies, and vegan ecofeminists (Gaard, “Posthumanism”).

The practical orientation of these alliances, and the alternative views of
environmentally ethical models of conduct that they offer, are most clearly
deployed in recent trends of ecofeminist literary criticism and will be exem-
plified by several of the articles included in the present issue.

Before briefly delineating the theoretical and practical advances of both
ecocriticism and ecofeminist literary criticism, as a corollary to our reflection
on the current state of ecofeminisms, it is particularly pertinent to recall
Spanish philosopher Alicia Puleo’s ecofeminist proposal, since it encom-
passes both classical theories and more recent deconstructivist approaches
(42, note 10) in service of an alternative environmental ethics. Puleo outlines
an ecofeminist critical thought that acknowledges some Enlightenment ideas,
such as women’s equality and autonomy; a prudent acceptance of some
scientific and technical advances that benefit both humanity and the envir-
onment; the universalization of an ethics of care toward humans, nature, and
non-human animals; the assumption of an intercultural dialogue; and the
affirmation of unity and continuity with Nature. (“Libertad, igualdad, soste-
nibilidad” 42; Kerslake Young, “An Interview with Alicia Puleo” 58).

Ecocriticism and ecofeminist literary criticism: From ethics to
aesthetics

Most if not all of the controversies that have affected the basic tenets of ecofemin-
ism are necessarily taken into account in the practice of ecocriticism in general and
of ecofeminist literary criticism in particular. In the latter case it is clearly to be
expected that a clarification of what we understand by ecofeminism is compulsory
as a means of understanding the objectives and procedures of any ecofeminist
literary study, andwe will also see that ecocriticism in general cannot avoid adding
ecofeminist debates to its own theoretical and critical conundrums.

The term ecocriticism is coetaneous with ecofeminism, something that strikes
us as highly significant, although it has passed largely unnoticed to both ecofemi-
nist and ecocritics. The term itself was coined by William Howarth in 1978 in his
essay “Some Principles of Ecocriticism,” subsequently collected in the volume The
Ecocriticism Reader (1996) edited by Cheryll Glotfelty and Harold Fromm; and
particularly pertinent for an issue such as the present one is the explicit connection
that Howarth makes between ecocriticism and ecofeminism when he acknowl-
edges that “Ecocriticism finds its strongest advocates today in feminist and gender
critics, who focus on the idea of place as defining social status” (81). In fact, as we
will see, ecofeminism achieved a notable presence and relevance during the
development of ecocriticism as a methodology, which according to Cheryll
Glotfelty developed in three stages (1996); meanwhile, Lawrence Buell
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distinguished two waves (2005) to which Joni Adamson and Scott Slovic added a
third (2009).

Before proceeding with a brief account of its development, it should be
noted that, as occurred with ecofeminism, ecocriticism was subject to a series
of considerations, debates, and even objections that themselves affected the
term used to describe the discipline, its object of study, and the type of
orientation, as well as the methodology deployed by both authors and critics.

The very name of the discipline and its object of study, then, have been the
focus of debate, with “ecocriticism,” “ecological criticism,” “environmental
criticism,” and “place-based criticism” all having been proposed. Hence the
aim of the discipline is to analyze texts labeled as “ecoliterature,” “ecological
literature,” “environmental literature,” or “place-based literature.” Scott
Slovic, a founding member of the Association for the Study of Literature
and Environment and editor of the ISLE journal, defends the interchangeable
use of these two terms, although pointing out their different connotations:
“the word ecology implies science, it sounds like a kind of natural science,
but also implies the nonhuman … environment may sound anthropocentric,
like the humans are here and the environment is around them” (Villanueva
79). Such implications had been more clearly exposed by Cheryll Glotfelty
who favored the use of the prefix eco- over enviro- in the following terms:

Some scholars like the term ecocriticism because it is short and can easily be made
into other forms like ecocritical and ecocritic. Additionally, they favor eco- over
enviro- because, analogous to the science of ecology, ecocriticism studies relation-
ships between things, in this case, between human culture and the physical world.
Furthermore, in its connotations, enviro- is anthropocentric and dualistic, imply-
ing that we humans are at the center, surrounded by everything that is not us, the
environment. Eco-, in contrast, implies interdependent communities, integrated
systems, and strong connections among constituent parts. (“Introduction” xx)

More recently we can see how well-known ecocritics such as Buell, Heise,
and Thornber have used the terms in a way that disregards their diverse
implications (“Literature and Environment” 418). However, this terminolo-
gical conundrum should be related to the debate as to whether ecocriticism
should be ecocentrically oriented—this tendency perhaps best represented by
Buell’s foregrounding of nature—or more anthropological in focus, as Leo
Marx maintained in arguing that ecology is a human problem that should be
addressed as such (Gifford 19). Additionally, a biocentric conception of life is
proposed by deep ecologists such as Arne Naess, who emphasized the need to
go beyond ecology as a science, and stressed the condition of the human self
as a part of, and in deep connection with, all other living beings in a state of
complex interdependence that entails the value of all living entities in nature.

Similarly, and also closely related to this terminological debate, is the more
scholarly approach of some ecocritics, one which has been contrasted with
the more practical and politically active dimension of others. Slovic sees the
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whole range of approaches as “a kind of spectrum,” since in his opinion
“some people are really much more interested in activism than in literature
and other art. Other people are intellectuals and they are interested in the
ideas of intellectual literature and environmental theory, and for them it’s an
academic enterprise. Most of us live somewhere in between the two extremes
and we try to find a way to put them together” (Villanueva 72–73). Similarly,
Patrick Murphy, a leading light in ecofeminist literary criticism, when asked
in an interview at the time of the publication of his book Transversal
Ecocritical Praxis (2013) about the activist role of the ecocritic, used the
term “academic form of persuasion” (Claaren et al. 107) and distinguished
equally valid ethical and formalist orientations, although emphasizing the
special interest of the first one: “Any ethically based criticism … is a type of
intervention, and therefore can function as a form of activism and certainly a
method of encouraging others to become activists” (106).

In order to understand the existence of diverse opinions regarding the
precise object of study of ecocriticism, it is most useful to recall the stages
distinguished by Glotfelty as well as the waves of ecocritical thought identi-
fied by Buell, Adamson, and Slovic. Furthermore, as we shall see, in both
cases—albeit more explicitly in Slovic—ecofeminism comes to the fore as an
inevitable referent in the development of ecocriticism.

Cheryll Glotfelty, in the introduction to the seminal and pioneer anthology
that she edited with Harold Fromm, found it particularly useful to evoke the
three stages that Elaine Showalter had mentioned in relation to the development
of feminist criticism, and discussed three analogous moments in the case of
ecocriticism. The first stage is concerned with consciousness raising through the
analysis of representations of nature in literature and the identification of the
natural stereotypes employed: “consciousness raising results when stereotypes
are identified—Eden, Arcadia, virgin land, miasmal swamp, savage wilderness—
and when absences are noticed: where is the natural world in this text?…Other
topics include the frontier, animals, cities, specific geographical regions, rivers,
mountains, deserts, Indians, technology, garbage, and the body” (xxii–xxiii;
emphasis in original). The second stage in feminist criticism focused on the
recuperation of literature by women, and Glotfetly notes similar efforts which
sought to “recuperate the hitherto neglected genre of nature writing, a tradition
of nature-oriented nonfiction” (xxiii), as well as to highlight the existence of
what she calls “environmentally enlightened works” in fiction as well as in
poetry. Thus she refers to narratives that deploy ecological awareness, disregard-
ing their condition as mainstream literary fiction or non-fiction. Finally, the
third phase is more theoretical in nature and is concerned with the study of the
symbolic construction of the species, as expressed in the different projects listed
by Glotfelty in which ecofeminist endeavors are explicitly included:
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How has literary discourse defined the human? Such a critique questions the dualisms
prevalent in Western thought, dualisms that separate meaning from matter, sever
mind from body, divide men from women, and wrench humanity from nature. A
related endeavor is being carried out under the hybrid label “ecofeminism,” a theore-
tical discourse whose theme is the link between the oppression of women and the
domination of nature. Yet another theoretical project attempts to develop an ecolo-
gical poetics, taking the science of ecology, with its concept of the ecosystem and its
emphasis on interconnections and energy flow, as a metaphor for the way poetry
functions in society. Ecocritics are also considering the philosophy currently known as
deep ecology, exploring the implications that its radical critique of anthropocentrism
might have for literary study. (xxiv)

As we can see from Glotfelty’s list of theoretical projects, in the 1990s
ecocriticism was deploying similar concerns to those that had previously
been the object of ecofeminist perspectives. Of particular significance here
is to note that if ecofeminism was initially more concerned with theory and
abstractions during the 1970s, and during the 1980s it began to adopt more
practical orientations, according to Glotfelty the theoretical apparatus of
ecocriticism was developed during the third stage and was informed and
illuminated by advances of ecofeminist tenets of thought. Therefore, it seems
that ecofeminism and ecocriticism have followed somewhat contrary paths,
from theory to practice in the case of ecofeminists, and ecocritics have
recently become concerned with theoretical and aesthetic concerns after
initially focusing on amore ethically and practically oriented analyses of
ecologically informed literary and cultural texts. These differently oriented
paths can also be detected in Scott Slovic’s distinction of the three ecocritical
waves, in response to (and amplification of) Buell’s previous identification of
two waves or moments.

Lawrence Buell cautiously adopted the wave metaphor for distinguishing
two major concerns or moments in what he called “environmental criticism”
(The Future of Environmental Criticism; Buell et al., “Literature and
Environment”). Although adopting the wave metaphor, he explained that
the idea of a palimpsest was probably more appropriate, although not as
ecologically visual:

[O]ne can identify several trend-lines marking an evolution from a “first wave” of
ecocriticism to a “second” or newer revisionist wave or waves increasingly evident
today. This first-second wave distinction should not, however, be taken as implying a
tidy, distinct succession. Most currents set in motion by early ecocriticism continue to
run strong, and most forms of second-wave revisionism involve building on as well as
quarreling with precursors. In this sense, “palimpsest” would be a better metaphor
than “wave.” (The Future of Environmental Criticism 17)

The metaphor of the first wave having been accepted by Buell and taken up
by Slovic and Adamson, among others, Buell continued to propose two
interwoven waves, while Slovic and Adamson opted for distinguishing
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three chronologically identifiable phases. Buell, Heise, and Thornber
explained how first-wave ecocritics were more focused on local or regional
ethics and aesthetics, and studied authors such as Wordsworth, Thoreau,
Muir, Hardy, and so on; that is, writers who deployed the environment from
a “comparatively local as well as rural level” (“Literature and Environment”
421); meanwhile second-wave ecocriticism broadened the notion of environ-
ment, including in their studies how literary works rendered metropolitan
and industrial globalized interconnected landscapes. Slovic’s and Adamson’s
alternative wave pattern is more chronologically focused and, of particular
interest for our purposes, pays special attention to the contribution of
ecofeminism to the development of ecocricism. Thus, Slovic situates the
emergence of the first wave around 1980 “with the following principle foci:
nonfiction ‘nature-writing’; non-human nature and wilderness experience;
American and British literature; and ‘discursive’ ecofeminism” (“The Third-
Wave of Ecocriticism” 4–5, emphasis added). According to Slovic, the second
wave—which he dates to beginning around 1995—involved the broadening
of the corpus of narratives studied, so that the field was no longer focused on
nonfiction and included not only multiple literary genres but went beyond
literature itself, as the label “green cultural studies” conveys. Slovic also refers
to the widening of experiences studied in diverse cultural manifestations,
ones that pay attention to urban and suburban experiences in contrast with a
focus on the wilderness that, he argues, characterized the first wave; as
distinctive of this second phase he notes the contribution of environmental
justice ecocriticism, which, as we have seen, converged with the development
of ecofeminism. Finally, Slovic describes distinctive traits of a third wave that
he sees as beginning in the early twenty-first century but that was only
named as such by Adamson and himself in 2009 in an article in MELUS.
Slovic summarizes the main characteristics of this third wave as follows:

[G]lobal concepts of place are being explored in fruitful tension with neo-
bioregionalist attachments to specific locales, producing such neologisms as “eco-
cosmopolitanism,” “rooted cosmopolitanism,” “the global soul,” and “translocal-
ity”; strong comparatist impulses are raising questions about the possibility of
post-national and post-ethnic visions of human experience of the environment
[…] placing ethnically inflected experience in broader, comparative contexts
(including postcolonial contexts). (“The Third Wave of Ecocriticism” 7)

To these comparativist and globalizing biases, Slovic adds, once again, the
contribution of material ecofeminism, as well as the new focus on animal
studies, and the expansion of the interests of environmental justice so as to
include non-human species and their rights. Furthermore, he detects as
particularly distinctive of the third wave the development of what he calls
“critiques from within” (7) that include a sound reflection on the limits
deployed by previous ecocritics such as their reluctance to engage with
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critical theory, their avoidance of a precise methodology, their preference for
literature over other cultural manifestations, and their neglect of ecofeminist
activism.

The preference for nature writing and literary manifestations in diverse
genres in general has been maintained, although Scott Slovic, when asked
about the possibility of broadening the object of study to culture in general,
refines his understanding of literature, explaining that “for a lot of us, even
literature is simply a kind of symbolic word that represents humanities
studies more generally and the interest in language and aesthetics”
(Villanueva 70). As we know, Buell used the more generic term “imagina-
tion” (Environmental Imagination), and recent exponents such as Serpil
Oppermann recurrently allude to “environmental literatures, cultures and
science studies” (“Feminist Ecocriticism” 67), “discursive formations in
social, cultural, political, literary and philosophical fields” (72), or “literary
and cultural texts” (80). Nevertheless, it must also be acknowledged that
despite these inclusive stances, and the acknowledgment of the interest of
studying environmental issues in the most varied discursive practices, litera-
ture has, up to now, been the primary object of ecocritical scrutiny. And,
once the study of ecological and environmental concerns as deployed in
literary works has been added to the initial ecocritical penchant for non-
fiction nature writing, the alleged emphasis of ecocritics on ethics over
aesthetics has also been the subject of debate. Again, Slovic admits that
“the balance may be tipped toward ethics or toward aesthetics,” although
he has tried “hard in my own work to be sensitive to the aesthetic and the
ethical dimensions of this writing” (Villanueva 74). And Murphy has pro-
vided a definition of ecocriticism that pays due homage to ecocritics’ diverse
range of emphases and orientations: “[E]cocriticism is a movement of literary
analysis with a wide range of emphases and orientations that takes the
human/rest-of-nature relationship as always a central concern. That concern
need not be a purely thematic one, however, but can be stylistic and for-
malistic as well” (Claaren et al. 102, emphasis added). In general terms, an
overview of the work done up to now reveals a clearer concern for the ethical
dimension of literature as seen through an ecocritical lens, so that thematic
approaches have been privileged and authors have focused on nature as
protagonist in certain literary works, on the inclusion of non-human animals,
on the denouncing of the exploitation and degradation of the environment,
and on the fictional rendering of alternative environmentally viable commu-
nities. That notwithstanding, recent voices informed by poststructuralist
theory have sought to argue that literary texts should not be approached as
“transparent mediums that unproblematically reflect phenomenal reality”
(Oppermann, “Ecocriticism” 9), and emphasize the need to pay close atten-
tion to the textual, performative, and linguistic dimension of ecocritical
literature:
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Ecocriticism ought to focus on the textual strategies of literary texts in constructing
an ecologically informed discourse about the ways in which humans interact with
other life forms. In other words, ecocriticism can launch a new ethic and aesthetic
[…] but not through undermining the literary, textual, performative and linguistic
properties of literature. (“Ecocriticism” 9)

This emphasis on language, textuality, and aesthetics that ecocritics adopt in
the study of environmental literature is already, and most effectively,
deployed in the contributions of ecofeminist literary critics, in that they
have been overtly and consciously informed by the ecofeminists’ more
sophisticated theoretical reflections that, from the beginning, paid particular
attention to the pivotal role of language in the figuration and reconfiguration
of the self, of nature, of the environment, and of the relationships between
the human and the non-human environment. As we have seen, ecofeminism
since its earliest inception had paid particular attention to how language was
being used to identify women with nature, and, as we have previously
described, ecofeminists are currently revising the potential for metaphoric
uses of language in deconstructing previous linguistic associations, as well as
devising alternative textual strategies, and even the suitability of literary
subgenres such as science fiction for envisioning more ethically sustainable
ways of living.

Thus, we can say that ecofeminist literary criticism is a more theoretically
and aesthetically informed development of ecocriticism, since it has deployed
a sound awareness of ecofeminism over the course of a long and varied
theoretical development in the analysis of environmentally informed literary
and cultural phenomena.

Ecofeminist literary critics’ concern with feminist issues and gender con-
structions, and their criticisms of how scientific discourses have been used to
perpetuate systems of domination and exploitation, have made them less
constrained than ecocritics when selecting scientifically informed texts as
their objects of study. Such an ecocritical conundrum has been formulated,
for instance, by John Wilson Foster, who noted the alleged premise that
ecocriticism should remain aligned with scientific discourses: “The degree of
science permitted in nature-writing is highly variable. … Nature-writing is
too light-weight and (paradoxically) belleletristic to be serious writing and if
it is serious (i.e. scientifically reliable or ambitious) it is not writing” (4–5;
emphasis in original). Thus Wilson Foster proposes that nature writers
should deploy “a stratum of dependable scientific observation or knowledge,
however amateurishly gained or finely expressed” (4), and to “try to get it
right and do not falsify for literary or other effects” (4). We can thus deduce
that he is prioritizing thematic over aesthetic interests. Furthermore, he is
referring to narratives and texts as transparent mediums for rendering
environmental issues and ecological concerns. This alleged transparency
has more recently been questioned by ecocriticism. Serpil Oppermann,
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then, discusses the way in which ecocriticism has stepped over “its complicity
with mimesis and the U.S. nature writing tradition” (5), and, in accounting
for recent renderings of ecocritical conceptual frameworks, she notes the
contribution of material feminisms, bioregionalism, environmental justice,
and postcolonialism, all of which had already been invoked as the necessary
allies of ecofeminism (“Introduction: New International Voices in
Ecocriticism”). Similarly, environmentalist ecocritic Roman Bartosch has
acknowledged the cultural dimension of nature when he states that “Nature
is more than a system outside of cultural systems; it permeates cultures and is
in turn constituted by certain epistemological traditions” (13); after revising
the ecocritics’ initial reluctance to adopt theory, he proposes “a theory of an
ecocritical reading praxis that addresses textual form, readerly responses and
the environ-mental challenge in equal measure” (19). Bartosch thus argues
for the importance of form and textual structures, reflected in cultural
representation and mediation, emphasizes the aesthetics of texts, and defends
the potential of literature for rendering novel formulations of alterity in
terms of dialogue, as well as seeing in literature the use of narrative strategies
for devising environmental concerns. He is one of the few current ecocritics
demonstrating an interest in language, form, and aesthetics that could be
compared to the ecofeminists’ close historical attention to the possibilities
and limits of language and to the effects of linguistic intervention.

Summing up, distinctions between ecocriticism and ecofeminist literary
criticism are difficult to maintain today, given that the ecofeminist lens that
distinguishes the latter has been directly or indirectly acknowledged as
essential for the theoretical development of the former. Both in Glotfelty’s
stage-based description and in Slovic’s wave metaphor, ecofeminism is
indeed mentioned, although in our opinion its contribution has not been
appropriately emphasized. In this sense, it should be stressed that ecofeminist
tenets have had a fundamental and pioneering role, at least in the formula-
tion and development of the following ecocritical concerns: (1) they have
provided a sound reflection on the uses and abuses of language when
deploying metaphorical and symbolical renderings of anthropocentric and
androcentric conceptions of the self, of nature, and of human-non human
relationships, that ecofeminists would subsequently themselves deconstruct
offering alternative posthumanist visions that dismantled dichotomies and
reconfigured non-hierarchical relationships between human and non-human
nature and (2) ecocritics, albeit later than ecofeminists, also searched for
allies in environmental justice movements, postcolonial discourses, animal
rights organizations, and posthumanist philosophies in order to devise more
ethically and ecologically viable relationships with the environment.

To these general interests, shared by ecocritics and ecofeminist literary
critics, we might add the latter’s focus on the case of women writers who
deploy in their works what Gretchen T. Legler has called “emancipatory
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strategies” in order to formulate a new way of reimagining nature and human
relationships with the natural world. It is of particular interest for an issue
such as the present one to recall the strategies identified by Legler, since they
underline the thematic as well as to the textual dimension of the texts:

(1) “Re-mything” nature as a speaking, “bodied” subject.
(2) Erasing or blurring of boundaries between inner (emotional, psycho-

logical, personal) and outer (geographic) landscapes, or the erasing or
blurring of self-other (human/non-human, I/Thou) distinctions.

(3) Re-eroticizing human relationships with a “bodied” landscape, or the
introduction in Euro-American texts and the reconfiguration in some
Native American texts of ritual sexual intercourse as a means of
speaking with the land.

(4) Historicizing and politicizing nature and the author as a participant in
nature.

(5) Expressing an ethics of caring friendship, or “a loving eye,” as a
principle for relationships with nature.

(6) Attempting to unseat vision, or “mind” knowledge, from a privileged
position as a way of knowing, or positing the notion that “bodies”
know.

(7) Affirming the value of partial views and perspectives, the importance
of “bioregions,” and the locatedness of human subjects. (“Ecofeminist
Literary Criticism” 230–31)

From the previous account we can see that ecofeminism already has a wide
and strong history, one that has enriched it theoretically and has been
successfully oriented toward ethical and political projects, deploying thus a
clear practical dimension. That notwithstanding, the aesthetic materialization
of ecofeminist tenets is still developing in literary and other cultural mani-
festations. The essays included in the present issue are intend to enhance the
application of ecofeminist ethics to the realm of aesthetics, and to offer
instances of how alternative configurations of the self, of nature and of non-
human animals, can and should go hand in hand with different and viable
experiences and visions of environmental welfare.

Ethics and aesthetics of eco-caring in contemporary ecofeminist
narratives

The essays included in the present issue illustrate the continuing theoretical
influence of seminal ecofeminists such as Caronlyn Merchant, Rosemary
Ruether, Karen Warren, Val Plumwood, as well as an awareness of more
recent trends in ecofeminist formulations such as those proposed by Greta
Gaard, Serenella Iovino, or Vernon Gras. The present issue also includes
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instances of contemporary nature writing, such as the text by Irish poet
Grace Wells, as well as case studies of the application of ecofeminist tenets
in contemporary poetry and fiction written by both men and women. As the
present authors of the critical essays demonstrate, contemporary writers are
currently deploying a sound interest in the envisioning of alternative visions
of healthy and ethical relationships between the human self and the natural
environment.

Our selection of works includes examples of how literature and culture are
creatively formulating recent trends in ecofeminist thinking such as the
deconstruction of gender dichotomies; the potential uses of language for
offering alternative discourses that respond to posthumanist and postanthro-
pological ethics; the necessity of vindicating instances of an ethics of care and
of environmental justice in local ethnic communities that should be consid-
ered as global examples; the interest in devising future lifestyles that envision
alternative encounters with the other.

Prior to the critical essays we have included a wonderful example of
contemporary nature writing by Irish poet Grace Wells, to whom we are
very grateful indeed for having generously allowed us to publish her work
here. “Culture and Nature: The Roots of Ecopoetics” is a creative piece in
which Wells expresses her deep concern with the exploitation of nature in
contemporary society. Furthermore, it sets out the need for a closer connec-
tion between humans and the non-human world, one that demands the
inclusion of a recognition of our own animal nature as inherent to our
own condition, of which we have effectively been deprived. In this sense
she bridges the gap between nature and culture, as her own conception of
ecopoetics attests. The narrative is interspersed with poetical works that she
has rescued, such as the 1880s poem “Humphrey O’Súilleabháin Meets the
Woman from Poll an Chapaill Bag,” as well with her own ecopoetic render-
ings (“Pace” and “Evening Star”). The first is a most opportune poem for our
purposes, illustrating not only different relationships between the female lyric
voice and nature and non-human animals, but also alternative ways of
conceiving nature and the environment, which is represented as an active
living agent. Particularly interesting is her allusion to the figure of the
lemniscate that allows the poet to evoke visually the connectedness of the
woman of the poem with the earth. Wells’s text and her own poems offer a
sound reflection on and a demonstration of how not only the language of
nature has been silenced, but also of how we humans have been forced to
renounce any ownership of a natural, primeval language. This has culturally
and artificially separated humans from the non-human world and, what is
more, as Wells most convincingly argues, has also deprived both us and
nature of our inherently shared source of power and vitality, a deprivation
that stands at the root of the contemporary state of unhealthiness of both
humans and nature.
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In the first critical essay, Manuela Palacios studies the recurrent presence
of whales in Galician and Irish poetry, analyzing allegorical and metaphorical
allusions to the whale, as well as representations of the cetacean that employ
a more forceful ecological concern. Palacios demonstrates how the whale is
evoked in Galician and Irish poetry so as to revise relationships between
nature and culture, animals and humans in terms of hybridity and continu-
ity, proposing thus a sound reflection on our relationship with alterity.
Informed by ecofeminist critics such as Greta Gaard, Patrick Murphy, and
Ynestra King, and by feminist posthuman perspectives such as those of Rosi
Braidotti, Palacios describes Irish and Galician writers’ postanthropocentric
perspective as materialized in posthumanist discourses.

Angel Chaparro, Leticia Pérez, and Matilde Martín study three examples of
the literary renderings of ecological concerns and the deployment of an ethics of
environmental care in three communities: the Mormons, the Labadist sect of
Maryland, and Hawaiian society, respectively. The writers explored rescue and
indeed vindicate the importance of place, the land, nature, ecology, and the
environment for their native communities, and offer instances of human-
nonhuman, ethically balanced relationships of interdependence.

Chaparro’s main aim is to vindicate the importance of women writers in
Mormon literary and cultural life, as well as to emphasize their ecological
interest, as a means of responding to Mormon author Patricia Gunter
Karamesines’s complaint that “Mormons are way underrepresented in the
literary eco-writing world.” Analyzing pieces by Patricia Gunter
Karamesines, Terry Tempest Williams, and Phyllis Barber, he looks at how
these writers, in examples of nature writing, poems, autobiographical
accounts, and even web pages, deal with their community’s sustainable exploi-
tation of natural resources as a result of a conception of the sacredness of the
land, ecological unity, and the interdependence of all species.

Leticia Pérez Alonso offers an ecofeminist reading of Susan Howe’s Souls
of the Labadie Tract (2007), a poetic work in which the author evokes how
the ethics of care for the self and for nature in the Labadist Sect in Cecil
County, Maryland, has been historically supplanted by European colonizers’
acts of violence. Informed by spiritualist ecofeminism, Pérez Alonso’s analy-
sis describes and explores Howe’s proposal of a self-reflective spiritual eco-
poetics. This study also focuses on Howe’s avoidance of gender essentialism
through her inclusion of both male and female historical voices that she
revives, such as those of Jonathan Edwards, Wallace Stevens, Hope Atherton,
Sarah Pierpont, and Henry David Thoreau. Of particular interest is Howe’s
deconstruction of the traditional dichotomy of culture versus nature through
her evocation and use of the space of the library.

The importance of religion and spirituality in certain communities, and its
reflection not only in the conception of nature but also in the practice of an ethics
of care, has been repeatedly defended by spiritual ecofeminists (Ruether,Gaia and
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God, Starhawk, Spretnak, among others) and is also dealt with by Matilde Martín
in her analysis of Hawaiian writer Sylvia Wantanabe’s short story collection
Talking to the Dead and Other Stories (1992). Martín studies the influence of the
precepts of Shinto, Japan’s native religion, and also Confucianism inWantanabe’s
fiction, in which integrative models of the self are deployed that bind the spirits
and forces of a natural ecosystem conceived of as alive and in a constant flow of
communication and interrelationship with the human world. Furthermore, this
spiritual dimension not only conveys the deconstruction of a hierarchical system
of thought (nature vs. civilization; life vs. death; humans vs. non-human nature
and animals) but is seen in a more practical way in an ecological ethics of care that
Martín sees in some of Wantanabe’s characters.

Finally, two examples have been included of how ecofeminist literary criticism
should pay close attention to theways inwhich literature seeks to devise alternative
relationships of alterity through literary subgenres such as science fiction. Irene
Sanz Alonso and Carmen Flys Junquera demonstrate how writers such as Octavia
Butler, Joan Slonczewski, and Rosa Montero have turned to science fiction as a
means of deconstructing gender stereotypes and dichotomies, and the hierarchies
and systems of power traditionally associated with dualisms, and thus how they
deal with the possibilities and limits of imagined, alternative lifestyles. These three
writers show in their novels a sound concern with environmental issues; they
illustrate the potential of science fiction for denouncing anthropocentric relation-
shipswith nature and the non-humanworld; and, through combining utopian and
dystopian fictional societies and scenarios, argue forcefully against essentialism,
classism, naturism, speciesism, and maldevelopment.

Carmen Flys Junquera ends her article by alluding to a “loving eye,” in stating
that in both Slonczeswski’s and Montero’s fiction the path toward any utopian
Elysium necessarily conveys “the need for caring relationships, compassion, and
reciprocity: seeing the whole world and all its inhabitants with a loving eye.” It is
particularly significant that Grace Wells, in her work of nature writing that opens
this issue, refers recurrently to love, “howmuch I love nature, love the planet, love
being alive.” Love, then, seems to be a key concept in ecofeminist writing. Yet it is
not evoked as an abstraction, but rather as a practice arising from the ethical and
aesthetical envisionings of eco-caring.
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